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Foucault was one of the greatest philosophers in the last century. With its sharp and 
subversive ideas, Foucault affected the thinking of generations. The perspective he thought of the 
problem, the depth Observating the social, even reflected in his writings on the human subject out 
of the deep concern, are also unmatched by other scholars. I hope that through the analysis of 
Foucault's ideas by this article, we can understand the status of modern life better.Thus, Cause 
more human reflection on the civil society, even more human reflection about the fate of mankind. 
Specifically, this article discusses mainly from the following five respects: 
The frist chapter,it Mainly discusses the evolution of fate about the “non-rational person” or 
“mental patients” from the Middle Ages.How Human beings considered them as equal as the 
rational person in the beginning,but later be regarded as the excluded person from the rational 
person.“Irrational” gradually become the tributary of society,and lose their right to speak, become 
slaves under the rational control.But in the view of Foucault, “mental patients” who are not 
recognized by society, are the normal. They have the noble characters that so-called normal people 
do not have. And as a truly civilized society, the reason that in the dominant status should have its 
inclusive. In other words,it should recognize the common development of various social 
awareness. 
Chapter II, discusses the key to start from Foucault's Archaeology of Knowledge. This 
chapter is divided into two parts: on the one hand, Foucault believes that there are three different 
knowledge structure. The purpose of analysis these three kinds of knowledge structure,is to reveal 
that the Archaeology of Knowledge is discourse analysis in the fact. The second aspect, is from 
the specific analysis of discourse analysis,to elaborate how the modern society is reduced to the 
trap of knowledge. 
Chapter III combines one of the core concepts in Foucault’s works that is “power”,to 
systematically explain how the will of ruling group build up,and how people become the 
dominating object without realizing it In the civilized society. 
Chapter V and IV are the results of selecting certain angles to microscopic analysis, Chapters 














media and mass communication to specifically addressed. The purpose is to proof that people are 
not conscious of both the content of the main status in Modern society,but at the same time always 
felt not free by themselves through the specific questions from the community. 
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    那么，福柯想摆脱的就是理性对非理性的束缚那么简单吗？他会是非理性的
辩护者吗？福柯从来没有站在非理性的角度为之辩护过，他只是打破了一个看待
疯癫的角度。他认为理性应当全面的看待自己和非理性，人类社会也是时候为理
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